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But he had co-signed a letter to the Lancet in February 2020 saying SARS-CoV-2 was not a bioengineered virus and condemning

conspiracy theories suggesting that COVID-19 does not have a natural origin ...

Scientists battle over the ultimate origin story: Where did the coronavirus come from?
In an exclusive interview, MonSef Dahman recalled how he was summoned to the emergency department of the Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, Paris, to attend to Diana, Princess of Wales.
My battle to save Princess Diana: Doctor gives his first ever account of how he 'tried everything to get her heart beating' in minute-by-minute testimony that destroys cruel ...
Although it was reported at the time that Lord Stevens met Prince Charles the circumstances and detail of the interrogation on December 5, 2005, have never been revealed - until now.
Charles was asked about Princess Diana note' to Paul Burrell alleging the Prince wanted her dead
Dwaine Caraway s phone rang as the Dallas City Council member was meeting with FBI agents and prosecutors in his attorney

s office to hash out a plea ...

Corruption trial of Dallas developer opens with testimony of disgraced ex-council member
Late entertainer Michael Jackson does have an active, verified Instagram account -- and a viral screenshot showing his pronouns as "he/he." ...
Michael Jackson s Instagram Pronouns
From stroking spiders and snowboarding in a thong, to more poignant, like scattering his ashes, the tasks changed Royd Tolkien's life ...
JRR Tolkien's great grandson: My brother set me 50 tasks before he died
Dr. Anthony Fauci shot down claims that he was being muzzled by the Trump administration during the initial months of the COVID-19 surge, according to emails released this week.
'I am not being muzzled': Fauci's emails reveal candid response to media's Trump censorship claims
One of the very earliest scientific papers from the COVID-19 pandemic era now has over 11,000 citations. Appearing in the scientific journal Nature on February 3rd 2020, Zhou et al., 2020 reported the ...
A Chinese PhD Thesis Sheds Important New Light On The Origin of the COVID-19 Coronavirus
Take a look at Muncie Mall's 50-year history, from a field on the outskirts of town through the rise and fall of various retailers and trends.
50 years of Muncie Mall: A timeline of retail trends and turnover
Dr. Anthony Fauci toured a New York vaccine site with first lady Jill Biden on Sunday, offering a positive photo-op as he battles critics who say his 2020 emphasis on a natural source of the ...
Fauci poses for selfies, shakes hands in NYC after rough-and-tumble week
Key depositions in a sexual harassment lawsuit brought by a former bodyguard to L.A. Mayor Eric Garcetti are hidden under a protective order. The attorney for two witnesses says their transcripts ...
Sealed Depositions Include Testimony That Garcetti Advisor Groped And Sexually Harassed Colleagues, Attorney For Witnesses Says
However, significant new data, extensive analyses, and many discussions led to the conclusions in our paper ... So, when Fauci responded to a question from Sylvia Burwell, the former secretary ...
Viral Posts, Pundits Distort Fauci Emails
The Wall Street Journal reported on Sunday that three WIV researchers became ill enough in November 2019 ... cannot support it,

the paper said. Many scientists question why the WIV didn ...

The Wuhan Lab Leak Question: A Disused Chinese Mine Takes Center Stage
In 2003, a man was brought in for questioning by ... medical records show that he was falling apart behind the scenes. On Nov. 1, 2006, after he recanted at the Ron Michaels trial, a treatment ...
'I was the only one left': Despite chief witness recanting, Minnesota man still carries conviction for murder
Arnold Schwarzenegger talks to reporters as he leaves the Los Angeles county registrar s office carrying the papers needed to run for governor, in 2003 ... had voted last November after all.
Caitlyn Jenner s bid to be California s next Governator is falling flat
If the majority of voters say no to the first question, the second is moot. But if more than 50 percent vote yes, the candidate with the most votes becomes the next governor. The 2003 winner ...
Dissecting the California Recall
the referendum would appear on the Nov. 2 ballot. He

s received about 500 so far, he said Thursday. The question Priddy wants to see put to a vote: Shall the method of selecting the school board ...
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